
Settlement Agents and Closing 

Notes About Settlement Agents: 

In Florida, there is one settlement entity who handles the transaction. Whoever selects 
the settlement agent also pays for title work. 

• In Palm Beach County, and in 9/10 of Florida counties, the Seller typically selects 

the settlement agent unless Buyers specifically request to control who holds 
escrow, which is rare.  


• In Martin County, the Buyer picks and pays. 


The Settlement Agent:  

• Can be either a title company or a real estate attorney.

◦ Good title companies have on-site attorneys that handle any title issues.


• Will hold escrow and will handle the wire transfers from the Buyers. 

• Using a local settlement agent is best, to avoid complications. 

• Unless the circumstances are complicated (as in land that has been inherited and 

could have many owners), title companies are as good as attorneys and are less 
expensive. 

◦ They cannot provide legal advice, so will defer to an attorney only if one is 

needed at an added expense. 

• Buyers and Sellers have the option to have an attorney (separate from the 

settlement agent) review the contract documents. 

◦ There is an addendum to contract for this. 

◦ The expense is about $800. 


Notes About Closing: 

• The most important thing is to get a "wet signature" (meaning ink of pen as 
opposed to electronic) on the deed. 

◦ In the event you are out of town when we close, everything can be done by 

email, FedEx and fax, so you won’t need to come to town for closing. 

• Sellers close at a separate date and time from the Buyers. Sellers close first; 

Buyers last. 

• We do mail away closings all the time, when necessary, in which a mobile notary 

closes at a convenient location for the Seller or Buyer for a fee. 
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